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Abstract: In passive fathometer processing, the presence of wavelets in
the estimate of the medium’s Green’s function corresponds to the loca-
tion of reflectors in the seabed; amplitudes are related to seabed proper-
ties. Bayesian methods have been successful in identifying reflectors that
define layer interfaces. Further work, however, revealed that phase
shifts are occasionally present in the wavelets and hinder accurate layer
identification for some reflectors. With a Gibbs sampler that computes
probability densities of reflector depths, strengths of the reflections, and
wavelet phase shifts, the significance of phase shift modeling in success-
ful estimation of reflectors and their strengths is demonstrated.
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1. Introduction
Passive fathometer data processing1–10 is a coherent ambient noise processing tech-
nique that enables passive ocean bottom profiling. The fathometer output is the
cross-correlation of downward traveling sea surface noise generated just above a ver-
tical line array (VLA) with the upward traveling reflection of itself from the seabed.
To achieve this, conventional or adaptive beamforming is used on the VLA data.
Beamforming allows the array to look up and down while rejecting arrivals from oth-
er angles, particularly the higher level arrivals coming from around the horizontal
direction (that is, due to regional shipping activity). We are here using standard con-
ventional fathometer processing1,3 to obtain the passive fathometer response as
shown in Fig. 1, which illustrates the output for the Boundary 2003 experiment (first
100 records in Fig. 5 of Ref. 8, where adaptive processing was used). The strong re-
flector at about 133 m is below the seabed. The reflections above are due to weak
reflectors and maybe to some ringing related to the processing.

Let the probing signal transmitted to the seabottom have bandwidth BW (3950 Hz,
here) with uniform frequency amplitude and zero phase. It is only changing in phase as
it propagates deeper. Assuming a simple layer interface, a frequency-independent reflection
coefficient, and flat zero-phase spectra for upward and downward propagating noise, and
also ignoring multiple reflections, each interface results in a sinc(t)¼ sin(t)/t wavelet at the
fathometer output, corresponding to its two-way travel time.3 Assuming a sound speed c,
the time-domain fathometer response at the two-way travel time t due to a reflector at a
depth zi (corresponding to two-way travel time ti¼ 2zi/c) is given by

s t; zi; aið Þ ¼ sinc 2BW t$ 2zi

c

! "! "
; (1)

where the time-domain amplitude of the fathometer output is assumed to be unity;
symbol ai denotes the strength of the reflection, determined by the reflector properties.
The fathometer output is available at sampling times corresponding to the acoustic
data sampling frequency fs.

While this model works reasonably in practice, there are several reasons why
it might not be accurate. For example, the phase of the wavelet could vary across fre-
quency, in addition to having a phase delay caused by the two-way travel time from
the reflector. Also closely spaced reflectors can appear as a phase distorted wavelet.
While the wavelet could be more complicated, in this work we search for sinc wavelets
with a constant phase offset across the whole bandwidth. We associate each reflector
with an unknown amplitude ai and phase ui:
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sðt; zi;/iÞ ¼ F$1ðFðsðt; zi; aiÞÞeixtÞ; (2)

where F (and F$1) represents the (inverse) Fourier transform. A phase distorted sinc
function will be shown later.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the method employed for
the estimation of reflector depths and their associated strengths and phase shifts.
Section 3 demonstrates the importance of phase modeling in both reflector depth and
amplitude estimation. Conclusions follow in Sec. 4.

2. Gibbs sampling
Estimates of unknown parameters of a statistical model are obtained through the maxi-
mization of the posterior probability density functions (PDFs) of these parameters given
the observed data and quantitatively described prior knowledge. Assuming a received
reflection trace r(d) consisting of M reflector responses and noise, we can write

rðdÞ ¼
XM

i¼1

aisðd $ dzi ;/iÞ þ wðdÞ; (3)

where d¼ 1,…,D (D is the number of depth samples). For the ith reflection, ai, dzi
, and

ui are the amplitude, the sample corresponding to reflector location, and the phase
shift, respectively. Noise w(d) is assumed to be additive and white normally distributed
with zero mean and variance r2. Most importantly, s(d$ dzi

, ui) is the phase-shifted
wavelet.

We want to estimate the PDFs for dzi
, the depth samples corresponding to the

locations of the reflectors, and ai, the corresponding amplitudes, i¼ 1,…,M. Within the
process, we need to estimate phase shifts ui, as they affect the estimation of the other
unknowns.

Variance r2 is also included as a nuisance parameter; setting variance as a
known quantity can have destructive effects on the parameter estimates. The number
of reflectors M is initially assumed to be known; this assumption will be relaxed later.
We use the Gibbs Sampler of Ref. 11 with a significant change: now we have M addi-
tional unknowns, the phase shifts ui. Below we implement the process of Ref. 11,
adapted to our problem.

Let d¼ [dz1
,…,dzM

], a¼ [a1,…,aM], and u¼ [u1,…,uM]. For the Gibbs sampler,
since the noise is N (0, r2), the likelihood of the unknown parameters is found from
Eq. (3):

l d; a;/; r2jr dð Þ
# $

/ exp $ 1
2r2

XD

z¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

ais d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

" #2
8
<

:

9
=

;: (4)

Next we select prior densities that, combined with the likelihood, will help in
the construction of the posterior PDFs. Uniform priors are selected for the reflection
amplitudes ai, reflector depths dzi

, and phase shifts ui,

Fig. 1. (Color online) Fathometer output from the Boundary 2003 experiment. The two lines indicate traces
that will be analyzed further.
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p aið Þ ¼
1

2A
; $A & aiA; i ¼ 1;…;M: (5)

p dzið Þ ¼
1
D
; 1 & dzi & D; i ¼ 1;…;M; (6)

p /ið Þ ¼
1
p
: (7)

The phase in [0, p) along with the amplitude sign can represent phase shifts in [p, 2p).
An improper uniform prior is selected for log r2, taking positive and negative

values,12

pðr2Þ ¼ 1=r2: (8)

Multiplying priors and likelihood provides the PDF of all unknowns given the data r(d):

p d; a;/; r2jr dð Þ
# $

¼ C exp $ 1
2r2

XD

d¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

ais d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

" #2
8
<

:

9
=

;: (9)

The Gibbs sampler computes the joint posterior PDF of Eq. (9), which can be
then used for the estimation of marginal PDFs as well as maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimates. For the implementation of this Monte Carlo method, we need the
conditional posterior densities for all parameters. Some of the conditional densities are
formulated analytically; others are calculated on a grid.

We first consider amplitudes aj, j ¼ 1;…;M and j 6¼ i, and delays dzi ,
i ¼ 1;…;M, to be known. With algebraic manipulations of Eq. (9) and using unit-
norm wavelets RD

d¼1sðd $ dzi ;/iÞ
2 ¼ 1, we derive the following conditional density for

amplitude ai (~a is a without ai):

p aijd; ~a;/; r2; r dð Þ
# $

¼ C exp

 

$ 1
2r2

(

ai $
XD

d¼1

"

r dð Þs d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

$
XM

j¼1 j 6¼ið Þ
ajs d $ dzi ;/ið Þs d $ dzi ;/j

# $
#)2!

: (10)

From the exponential of Eq. (10), a Gaussian density for ai is identified as

N ai $
XD

d¼1

rðdÞsðd $ dzi ;/iÞ $
XM

ðj 6¼iÞ
ajsðd $ dzi ;/iÞsðd $ dzj ;/jÞ

2

4

3

5; r2

0

@

1

A:

This is expected because of the linear relationship between data and amplitudes in Eq. (3)
and the Gaussian noise in the data. We draw samples for these parameters in a straight-
forward way.11

Similarly, for variance r2, considering prior and likelihood gives

p r2jd; a;/; r dð Þ
# $

¼ Q
1

rDþ2 exp $ 1
2r2

XD

d¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

ais d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

" #2
8
<

:

9
=

;: (11)

The density of Eq. (11) is an inverse v2 (Ref. 12) from which samples can be readily drawn.11

The marginal conditional posterior densities for depths dzi
, i¼ 1,…,M, are cal-

culated on a grid. Using the density of Eq. (9), the conditional posterior density of dzi

is (~d is d without dzi
),

p dzi j~d ; a;/; r2; r dð Þ
% &

¼ G exp $ 1
2r2

XD

z¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

ais d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

" #2
8
<

:

9
=

;: (12)

The grid is divided in D candidate depths for the reflector positions. The conditional
PDFs of phase shifts are also defined on a grid (~u is u without ui),

p /ijd; a; ~/; r2; r dð Þ
# $

¼ K exp $ 1
2r2

XD

d¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

ais d $ dzi ;/ið Þ

" #2
8
<

:

9
=

;: (13)

Initial conditions are selected for all unknowns: dzi
, ai, ui, and r. Then, condi-

tional on all those values, a sample for one of the parameters is drawn, reflecting its
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current state. The process is repeated for all other parameters. After updating all of
them, the process proceeds with the next iteration. We first update the amplitudes and
then continue with variance, reflector depths, and phase shifts. Once initial iterations
necessary for convergence are completed, the samples drawn for the remaining itera-
tions represent the joint PDF of all parameters. The model order (number of reflectors
M) is estimated using the Schwarz-Rissanen criterion13 by running the Gibbs sampler
for different values of M and calculating function f in Eq. (14),

f Mð Þ ¼ 2
D
2
þ 1

! "
log r̂ þ 1

2r̂2

XD

z¼1

r dð Þ $
XM

i¼1

âis d $ d̂ zi ; /̂i

% &" #2

þM log D: (14)

Function f is computed for M2 $ M1 þ 2 runs of the Gibbs sampler for val-
ues of M between M1 and M2.

Here, we select M1¼ 9 and M2¼ 14.
In Ref. 10 we found a maximum of nine reflectors. However, the method in

this work, handling data that have not been smoothed, provides higher resolution and
identifies more layers. Symbols d̂ zi , âi, and ûi correspond to the MAP estimates of
depths, amplitudes, and phase shifts for the M arrivals; r̂ is the MAP estimate of stan-
dard deviation. The value M minimizing function f is the model order. This process is
equivalent to maximizing the posterior PDF of M, conditional on the MAP estimates
of the other parameters. For depth and amplitude estimation under the zero-phase as-
sumption, the same process was followed after setting ui¼ 0, i¼ 1,…,M.

3. Estimation with phase shift modeling
We consider “slices” showing depth series at distinct range records from the fathometer
response of Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the depth reflection series when (a) we estimate
wavelet phase shifts and (b) we consider all wavelets to have zero-phase for the trace
indicated by line 1 in Fig. 1; for the latter case, instead of Eq. (3), we use

rðdÞ ¼
XM

i¼1

aisðd $ dziÞ þ wðdÞ:

Symbols Aph, Bph, and Cph correspond to arrivals identified by the Gibbs sampler with
phase shift estimation. The respective reflectors are indicated with arrows in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. (Color online) The depth reflection series for slices 1 [(a) and (b)] and 2 [(c) and (d)] in Fig. 1: (a) and (c)
phase-shift modeling and (b) and (d) zero-phase wavelets. The depth-series are denoted by solid lines and the syn-
thetic depth-series generated with the MAP estimates from the Gibbs Sampler are represented by dotted lines.
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Symbols A and C show corresponding arrivals when phase shift is not considered. In
the latter case, there is no arrival identified near 136 m. This is attributed to the lack of
phase shift estimation: a good match between a sinc and the true arrival cannot be
found. Although an arrival near 134 m is found, the match there is not as good as the
match between the estimated and true depth-series when phase shift is inverted for
[arrivals A and Aph in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively].

Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the depth-series when we estimate wavelet phase
shifts and we consider all wavelets to have zero-phase for the trace indicated by line 2
in Fig. 1, respectively. Here, the two processors (with phase modeling or not) identify
the same arrivals. However, the match of the true and estimated depth-series at A in
Fig. 2(d) is poor. Looking more closely at the arrival, we see that the sinc there is
inverted, which means that the amplitude is negative. Indeed, this is illustrated by the
PDF of the amplitude for that arrival shown in Fig. 3(b), which is calculated with ker-
nel density estimation;14 the MAP estimate is $0.3. Figure 3(a) shows the PDF of the
amplitude for arrival Aph in Fig. 2(c). The PDF is maximized at 0.45. When no phase
shift is considered, amplitudes can be poorly estimated. This is a significant problem,
because amplitudes provide information on the physics of the sediments.

Figure 3(c) shows the PDF of the phase shift for Aph. We then extract the
phase corresponding to the MAP estimate from the PDF of Fig. 3(c). A plain sinc
function (solid line) and the phase delayed sinc corresponding to the MAP estimate
(dashed line) are shown in Fig. 3(d). When optimizing for layer reflections at event A,
this has a marked influence in the waveform match.

4. Conclusions
The output of the fathometer is a depth-series of the subbottom response, which is mod-
eled as a reflection response convolved with a sinc function. For each reflector we invert
for depth, amplitude, and phase using a Gibbs Sampler, with the number of reflectors
determined via the Schwarz-Rissanen criterion. The proposed algorithm is demonstrated
on several traces from the Boundary 2003 experiment. We find that including the un-
known phase in the estimation improves the data fit and, thus, reflector location and
strength identification. Future processing will treat each reflector sequentially passing in-
formation from one reflector to the next using wavelets of uncertain phase.10,15
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Fig. 3. (Color online) PDFs of amplitudes for arrivals (a) Aph and (b) A. (c) The PDF of the phase shift for ar-
rival Aph. (d) The normalized waveform for arrival Aph (dashed line) superimposed on a sinc pulse (solid line).
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